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Cisco Suarez versus an entire Caribbean drug cartel. Round one. Fight.Okay, not exactly the most

even championship match, but it's the one I drew. If you told me months ago I'd be robbing drug

dealers, I would've committed you myself. Who needs that kind of trouble, right?The good news is

I'm only after one man: Connor Hatch. The bad news is he's the new Pablo Escobar, a primal being,

and all but untouchable.It gets worse. He's rounding up the Russian mob for something big, and I'm

not the only spellslinger in the picture. They say follow the money or follow the drugs. Maybe I

should keep an eye on who's following me.Some problems call for a delicate hand. I don't have

those kinds of problems.
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I don't often leave reviews, only for books worthy of 5 stars to try and help Authors who deserve

notice. This book is a fun read in a original Urban fantasy series.Start with the first book and enjoy

the ride.Very interesting take on Magic, along with some diff magic monsters vs same old vamps

and wolfs. Also enjoyed the Miami back drop as something new for Urb Fant.



Firstly, I should say that if you haven't already read the first book in this series, you should. It's

required reading for this one. Plus it too was excellent!Having said that, I've been wanting this ever

since I read the last one, so my expectations were high.And boy, this really blew my mind!This was

one of those very rare books that had my pulse racing. Both at the vivid, well paced action scenes,

to the actions of certain antagonists (no spoilers).The revelation at the end was also something I did

not see coming.For me, this series just keeps getting better and I'm eager to see how it all plays

out.If you've read the others, you know what you're in for.I've read ALOT of urban fantasy and this is

easily in my top three!

As always, Mr. Finn does not disappoint readers. I have read all four novels and still find them to be

extremely entertaining. Cisco is the coolest hero to come out of Little Havana. These books have

humor, action and below surface romance served in superb writing style. Can't wait for the next one.

It is absolutely amazing that:1. Cisco has survived;2. Cisco has survived intact (sort of);3. Cisco has

survived intact (sort of) and still has friend(s) willing to help him;4. Some characters have changed

their minds about him because of his actions (both good and bad);5. Readers' attitudes towards

some characters have changed as the books have gone on.Great continuing story, well told. I can't

wait for the next one!I was given a digital copy in exchange for an honest review. All opinions are

my own.

4th installment, just the fact that I'm willing to read the 4th book in a series says a lot about it.

Sometimes I get 2 or 3 books in and just have no desire to continue reading a series, that's not the

case with these books. They're pretty good, not awesome or so good I'm counting the days till the

next one, and super excited to see a new one, but good enough that when I see a new book out in

the series I definitely know that I'll get it and enjoy it.

Another great book in the Black Magic Outlaw series! I couldn't put it down. I was a bit surprised in

the ending... I hope Cisco's choice doesn't come back to bite him in the butt... ;)
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